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CRYPTOINSTALLFEST:
is a practical conference where IT-specialists, lawyers, public persons and 
others discuss current state of affairs regarding the freedom of speech, 
censorship in the internet, government regulations, as well as the ways to 
preserve anonymity in order to protect personal data and the new 
decetralisation technologies which helps us to defend the internet today and 
help us to protect the net of tomorrow.

Conference take place annually from the year 2014.



PARTICIPANTS
OF  PREVIOUS 
FESTIVALS 

CIF1 (2014), 
CIF2 (2015), 
CIF3 (2016)
& CIF4 (2017)

Public figures:   
- Dmitry Marinichev
(Internet Ombudsman);

- Leonid Volkov
(Internet Protection Society); 
 
- Damir Gainutdinov
(lawyer of the Agora Association);

- members of the NGO 
RosKomSvoboda;

 
and others....



PARTICIPANTS
OF  PREVIOUS 
FESTIVALS 
 
CIF1 (2014), 
CIF2 (2015), 
CIF3 (2016)
& CIF4 (2017)

IT-developers: 
- companies OpenGarden 
(FireChat), TORproject, 
Openfactory; 
- specialists in various 
decentralized technologies, 
independent developers (GoVPN, 
Librevault и др.);
- representatives of the 
communities crypto-currency 
Dash and Bitcoin  (Bitcoin 
Foundation Russia), Ethereum.



AUDITORY OF
CRYPTOINSTALLFEST

IT professionals
interested in data protection, 
encryption, data protection, 
decentralized and network 
technologies

Civil activists 
interested in destiny of the Runet, 
and the Internet in general



SPONSORSHIP
PACKAGES

Logo on the web-site

Logo on information materials, 
press-bull, scene

Logo at the final video

Performing promo actions

Welcome speech at the opening

Placement on vinyl banner

Placement of information in press releases
and materials for participants

Distribution of souvenirs

Inclusion of the report in the program

General
sponsor

Platinum
sponsor

Golden
sponsor 
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Silver
sponsor 
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PARTNERSHIP

We invite to participate in the conference not only sponsors, 
but also partners - informational, technical and organizational.

Technical — the organization of public Internet on-site, 
online broadcasting, professional sound (conference mode), 
video shooting.
Organizational —  the provision of the site, the participation 
of speakers in the conference.
Informational — publication of press releases on partners 
informational resources.



ORGANISATORS
Pirate party of Russia  https://pirate-party.ru
RosKomSvoboda https://roskomsvoboda.org

ORGANISATIONAL PARTNERS

INFORMATIONAL PARTNERS

Digital Rights Center  https://digitalrights.center
Association of internet users https://freerunet.ru

Alexander Litreev Studio https://litreev.com
Alan Grant https://t.me/alangrant



CONTACTS

Anton Ershov
CryptoInstallFest coordinatior

e-mail: chegevara29@gmail.com
Tel.: +7 902 507 82 42
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